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6.1.3 Synchronization failure 

[Editor’s note: This subsection shall deal with the requirements for the case when the SQNs in the ISIM and the 
HSS are not in synch.] 

In this section the case of an authenticated registration with synchronization failure is described. After re-
synchronization, authentication may be successfully completed, but it may also happen that in subsequent attempts 
other failure conditions (i.e. user authentication failure, network authentication failure) occur. In below only the case of 
synchronization failure with subsequent successful authentication is shown. The other cases can be derived by 
combination with the flows for the other failure conditions. 

 

The flow equals the flow in 6.1.1 up to SM6. When the UE receives SM6 it detects that the SQN is out of range and 
sends a synchronization failure back to the S-CSCF in SM7. 

SM7: 
REGISTER(Failure = Synchronization Failure, AUTS, IMPI) 

 
Upon receiving the Synchronization Failure and the AUTS the S-CSCF sends an Av-Req to the HSS in CM3 including 
the required number of Avs, n. 

CM3:  
Cx-AV-Req(IMPI, RAND,AUTS, n) 

 
The HSS checks the AUTS as in section 6.3.5 in [1]. If the check is successful andAfter potentially after updating the 
SQN, the HSS creates and sends new AVs to the S-CSCF in CM4. 

CM4:  
Cx-AV-Req-Resp(IMPI, n,RAND1||AUTN1||XRES1||CK1||IK1,….,RANDn||AUTNn||XRESn||CKn||IKn) 

 

 
The rest of the messages i.e. SM10-SM18 including the Cx messages are exactly the same as SM4-SM12 and the 
corresponding Cx messages in 6.1.1. 
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